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(1a = first part; 1a2ae = first part of second part; etc.)

References to ST 1a typically cite just question and article (e.g., 85.3c, 29.1 ad 4).

I use an abridged version of the title to refer to the following short treatises: De substantiis separatis (Leonine vol. 40); De quattuor articulis (Leonine
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vol. 42); De unitate intellectus, De ente et essentia, De principiis naturae, De operationibus occultis naturae, De mixtione elementorum (Leonine vol. 43).

In cases where the Leonine reference system might prove inconvenient, I provide within brackets the older Marietti reference.

Theories refers to Pasnau (1997c).
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A Note to the Reader

I have tried to write a book that would help the novice, stimulate the non-specialist, and provoke the specialist. To this end, I have sought to avoid technical philosophical jargon (both scholastic and analytic), or else to explain it clearly. Readers puzzled by a term should look to the index for cross-references. I have also tried to write each chapter, and when possible each section within a chapter, in such a way that it could be read independently. Readers interested in a particular topic can turn directly to the relevant sections, using as their guide the table of contents, the outline of the Treatise, and the summaries that precede each chapter.

I have used endnotes rather than footnotes so as not to distract from the main thread of the argument. These notes largely concern the secondary literature on Aquinas and interesting parallels to other philosophers, old and new. I have tried to make each endnote substantive enough to be worth the effort. From time to time I’ve placed important notes within boxes in the main text, to provide a kind of rest stop for the drowsing reader (or perhaps an entrance point, for the browsing reader).

In the end, this has become a rather large book (though it is much too small for the range of topics I discuss). Unfortunately, Part I is the most difficult and tendentious. But one needn’t start there. Readers most interested in perception and knowledge might begin with Chapter 6 and then skip to Chapters 9–11. Readers most interested in metaphysics will want to start with Part I, and then perhaps skip to Chapter 12. In fact, almost any order will do.